
  



    



    

DRY & DUSTY

Use textured denim as a
summer alternative.

INTREPID REPORTER 

Be inspired by foreign
correspondents.

SPICY DYES

Employ natural pigments
for tonal colors.

LOOSE & LONG

Extend shorts for summer
relaxation.

EXCAVATION

Look to archaeology for
ancient trims.



    



    



    

LIGHT & AIRY: Create loosely draped jackets as a convenient summer layer. 

WEATHERPROOF: Use lightweight denim in bright hues as protection against sun and heat.



    

NEW ANORAK: Add belts to safari-style jackets for a silhouette update. 

SANDY TOUCH: Contrast high-ridge twills with engraved buttons for textural definition.



    

BREAKING NEWS: Reference roving reporters with explorer-style vests. 

CLEVER DETAILS: Create convenience with cooling mesh panels 

and diverse pocket details.



    

DESERT STORM: Evoke tough military operations with lightweight cargo shirts. 

SANDY TEXTURE: Blend natural fibers like linen and hemp in neutral tones.



    

TUNIC STYLE: Nod to Middle Eastern traditional dressing for pullover shirts with Henley plackets. 

INDIAN FLAVOR: Use exotic fruits and spices like pomegranate and cardamom for paisley prints.



    

SOFT STRUCTURE: Reinvent military styles with loosely woven fabrics in gauzy textures. 

EXOTIC HUES: Reference the blue pottery of Jaipur for tonal ombré effects.



    

IMAGE MAKER: Look to photographer’s shirts for pockets, epaulettes and handy loop details. 

EXPERT EXPLORER: Use sandy neutral hues for an exotic desert feel.



    

TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES: Rediscover handmade processes of weaving and

dyeing to create unique textures. Unrefined fibers and irregularly dyed materials will

lend a low-tech artisanal feel. Use natural indigo to achieve a range of saturated

blues.



    

EASY UTILITY: Add built-in ties as a relaxed update to cargo styles. 

NATURALLY WORN: Employ stonewashing techniques to achieve irregular patterns in cool neutral

tones.



    

SAHARA STYLE: Be prepared for hot and dry weather with paneled cargo pants. 

COOL & CRISP: Use papery materials in lightweight and crinkled fabrications.



    

DIP DYE: Update classic slim jeans with ombré dyeing and bleaching techniques. 

SEASIDE FUSION: Merge sea blues and sandy beiges for a cool and calming color effect.



  

LONG & LOOSE: Cut shorts with an extra long 14-inch inseam for a desert-inspired look. 

CASUAL DRAPE: Use smooth-handed chambrays in fresh hues for summer drapery.


